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The National Greenkeeper

its frosts and its consequences. One of the heaviest snow-falls in many years occurred on March 6. It was followed by mild weather. It was just what the green-keeper desired as he outlined his plans for the year. Before the end of the month the snow had disappeared.

The prevailing conditions are best revealed in the fact that there was no surface water toward the end of the month on any course, while those courses built on clay were dry and fit for play with every hole open early in April. The conditions are exemplified also in the fact that none of the rivers overflowed, an almost annual occurrence accompanied by heavy damage. The Mississauga club was probably the most fortunate from this point of view. A rapidly flowing stream fifty yards wide flows through the course. As it overflowed its banks, the river deposited boulders and clay. This year, as it is preparing for the open championship of Canada, the club has been saved the expense in cleaning up its course.

Several clubs are installing water systems over all fair-ways to provide protection against drought. The decision to provide courses with this necessary protection is perhaps the outstanding development of the year. Obviously only the wealthier clubs are laying down systems for the entire course.

"We should have our best season. There isn’t anything to concern us. Not in many years have conditions been so consistently good," said Mr. Sansom in sum-ming up the outlook for 1931.

Mid-West Notes
By A. L. BRANDON, Secretary

St. Andrews golf club, near West Chicago will be the scene of the first Mid-West outdoor meet of the 1931 season. This meet will be held on Monday, April 27. These monthly outdoor meetings will be held on the last Monday of each month at different clubs throughout our district, so take heed of the day and govern your-self accordingly.

Doctor Roth will be on hand to welcome us—remember when "Doc" used to act as toastmaster at the old J. Oliver Johnson yearly banquets.

The Mid-West Greenkeepers’ Association is consider-ing changing its name. We wish to have a name which will be more descriptive and fitting for the type of work

ARE YOU PREPARED for NEXT SUMMER’S DROUGHTS?
Now is the time to order

THE SLOW ROTARY
A PERFECT SPRINKLER
For Watering
Putting Greens or Fairways
Send for sample, if it does not sell itself it may be returned.

Campbell Irrigation Company
MALCOLM C. LUDLAM, Proprietor
WOODBURY ••• NEW JERSEY

"SOD-KUT" . . . a hand-power sod cutter . . . designed for greenkeepers

Solves the greenkeeper’s troubles. Produces sod of absolutely uniform thickness and square even edges, insuring solid, tight butting, with consequent quick knitting and firm, smooth relays. Cuts a strip 13 3/4" wide, any length and any depth from ¼" to 2 ½". No horses or tractors used; two men operate it, easily cutting 15,000 sq. feet of sod a day. Weighs less than 100 lbs. and uses no weights. Is rolled or carried from place to place without damage to turf. Meets the exacting requirements of greenkeepers for a simple, trouble-proof conveniant and Accurate tool.

Write for full description and price.

PACIFIC GREENKEEPERS’ APPLIANCE CO.
28 N. 9th Street Portland, Oregon
National Mowers

NATIONAL POWER QUINT

The mower that will go and cut where you can only wish the others could.

Goes up steeper hills.
Mowers are direct engine driven.
Wing mowers fold up and in.
Backs out of narrow places.
All cutters have individual lifting lever operated from driver’s seat.
Follows ground contours.
Price complete $1285.00

NATIONAL STANDARD FAIRWAY

Mowers—Have double sets of tempered steel gears running in oil.
Triplex $361.00
Quint $660.00

NATIONAL JUNIOR FAIRWAY

Triplex, 86-inch cut.
Price $181.00

National Mower Co.
839 Cromwell Ave. St. Paul, Minn.
Write for Catalogue

The local manufacturers and distributors co-operated in a highly satisfactory manner with C. W. Hazlett, greenkeeper of the Bel-Air club, who had charge of the affair. They brought their equipment, demonstrated their wares, and watched with critical interest while their competitors had their turn.

While at the time of writing results had not been compiled, officials of the southern California greenkeepers’ organization were confident that the cooperation of the manufacturers had been repayed by increased sales.

Hazlett stated that he was very pleased with the whole affair and said, “It was especially gratifying to note the interest in this our first exhibit displayed by chairmen of Green committees and other club officials. To those greenkeepers in other parts of the country who are unable to attend the national exhibit, I can recommend no of course superintendents who had traveled more than two hundred miles for the purpose of seeing the latest in turf machinery. The honors for coming the longest distance was awarded to the Mayo brothers, greenkeepers, not surgeons, whose combined mileage on the way to Los Angeles totaled eight hundred miles. Joe is the guardian of the green at the famous Pebble Beach course in Del Monte, and Bill is stationed at the Presidio Golf course of San Francisco.

The first exhibit of golf course maintenance equipment and supplies held under the auspices of the greenkeepers of southern California was held at the Bel-Air Country club of Westwood Heights, Los Angeles, on Monday, April 13, and the success of the display indicates that it will be continued as an annual event.

That there was genuine interest in the affair on the part of the greenkeepers was evidenced by the presence of course superintendents who had traveled more than two hundred miles for the purpose of seeing the latest in turf machinery. The honors for coming the longest distance was awarded to the Mayo brothers, greenkeepers, not surgeons, whose combined mileage on the way to Los Angeles totaled eight hundred miles. Joe is the guardian of the green at the famous Pebble Beach course in Del Monte, and Bill is stationed at the Presidio Golf course of San Francisco.

"Doc" Roth says he will always remember the time he had dinner with three well-known greenkeepers of this district—they had to remain at the table three hours before one finally picked up the dinner check.

Turf and plant life in general has wintered very well, but additional moisture is badly needed and if it doesn’t come soon—and then plus the general economic depression it certainly will create plenty high blood pressure amongst the boys.

By ARTHUR LANGTON

Grass Seed
Fertilizers
Rollers
Distributors
Buckner Sprinklers
Toro Equipment
Milorganite
Arsenate of Lead

J. Oliver Johnson, Inc.
World’s Largest Golf Course Equipment House
Morgan-Huron-Superior Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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